
To compete in the 21st century, a 75-year-old business with
traditional sales and marketing practices must overcome its primal
assumptions about success. Just ask Jorge Mario Acevedo, the
Mundial manager responsible for direct marketing.

Built literally from the ashes of a fire-ravaged business in 1921,
Cacharreria Mundial grew to become a welcomed name among
retail store operators in 900 of Colombia’s 1,300 villages. Its sales
representatives visited the small stores by any means of
transportation available, collecting handwritten orders for household
appliances, tools, personal-care products, hardware and construction
materials, and paints, then returning to Medellín, where they were
methodically assembled and shipped. Today, Mundial is one of seven
companies operated by Inversiones Mundial.

Challenge: 
Mundial needed to build a
technological solution based upon
its strengths – modern data systems
serving a loyal client base – and link
it with call center technology.

Goals:
• Integrate a call center solution

with Mundial’s Progress database,
enabling agents to consult client
records as orders are placed, as
well as seek order status, arrange
shipments, and negotiate
payments. 

• Consolidate multiple remote 
call centers into one centralized
center.

Solution: 
Mundial chose the Cincom
Encompass® Call Center Solution 
to handle coverage, competition,
and quality service issues for clients.

Results:
• Sales volume increased monthly.

• Clients using the call center
increased from 500 to 2,000 
in four months. 

• Products are brought to market 
in two weeks, rather than three
months.

Profile in Success: Mundial

Transforming Colombian
Sales and Marketing with
Call Centers



Although this merchandising model had performed well
for decades, by 1996, General Manager Joaquin Obregón
knew that survival in an increasingly competitive market
required changes of his business. People were getting
more familiar with computer technology and using e-mail
and faxes routinely. Competition was getting closer and
stronger.

People were getting more familiar with
computer technology and using e-mail 
and faxes routinely. Competition was getting
closer and stronger.

As Mundial studied its situation, the marketing challenges
began to clarify. They were coverage, competition, and
quality service for clients. Call Centers were the answer,
but there were many issues to be addressed.

Mundial’s systems vendor, the Latin American Software Co.
(LASC) of Bogotá, recommended linking the Cincom
Encompass Call Center Solution to Mundial’s Progress
database, so that agents could consult client records as
the clients placed orders, sought order status, arranged
shipments, and negotiated payments – all by telephone. 

Recovering Momentum Through 
the “Well-Empowered Call Center”
The logistical advantage of Call Centers is their
ability to serve and to persuade large numbers of
customers at very low cost, observed one Colombian
software executive. “A well-empowered Call Center
gives the ability to look for market opportunities and
take action immediately, without delay.”

Federico Peláez Restrepo, a consultant and himself
the owner of a firm that conducts Call Center
operations, direct mail, and fulfillment for clients in
Medellín and Bogotá, helped Mundial develop its
Call Center concept. Although Mundial lacked a
telephone order system or sales automation at the
outset, “They were very successful anyway,” Peláez
recalls. But Mundial’s sales processes were
expensive, difficult, and limited. “They needed to
regain a much better position … with their customers.
New ways to buy, new ways to shop, new ways to
find out promotions.” In other words, to recover
momentum.

After studying Mundial’s sales practices, Peláez
presented a Call Center “map” to top management.
“They needed to explore different ways to advertise
their merchandise to their small retailers. They took
this opportunity to redefine and improve the whole
business itself. So our proposal was in a completely
new direction for them.” 

With Mundial’s acceptance of the proposal, the
company began work on product catalogues, and
Peláez sought a partner that could deliver the Call
Center software solution. “After a process of
screening proposals, we concluded that the best
company to do that difficult job was LASC. They 
had the experience of integrating software with 
local solutions,” Peláez says. The system they jointly
proposed to Mundial was Cincom Encompass 
from Cincom Systems.



Such performance now prompts its vendors to ask
Mundial to cooperate in various promotional programs,
and Mundial is booked with marketing programs four
months in advance. Mundial’s purchasing department has
developed electronic data interchange with inventory
programs to cooperate with its vendors. Manufacturers
have also responded by pushing products to market in
two weeks rather than three months. This quickens and
enlivens the whole business process, which enables and
facilitates faster growth, market penetration, and improved
profits.

Mundial’s vendors are intrigued. 
“The velocity of the Call Center has them
impressed,” Acevedo explained.

Mundial is thus the first in Colombia to have such a
virtuous whole solution. Acevedo said that worldwide
companies visit Mundial frequently: “We are small in the
number of people, but we are big in technology.” And
very big in results!

Making the Transition
Having first built the customer database, Mundial’s Call
Center began receiving orders on May 27, 1998. By
November, 18 Call Center agents were taking client calls
and routinely soliciting orders. 

Although Mundial’s clients quickly began to use the Call
Center – 500 in June, 2,000 by October 1998–Acevedo
admitted that many clients are still adapting. Sales volume
increases every month, but some retailers in the villages
are so accustomed to personal service that they expect
the sales staff to travel there. Nor will some clients place a
call; they would rather wait for Mundial to contact them–
the effect of 75 years of client comfort, or habit, with a
particular business practice.

To ease the transition, Mundial now calls each client each
week. Normally inbound is greater than outbound in the
Call Center business, but the extra expense of the
outbound effort has been worth it, Acevedo declared. 

Mundial’s vendors are intrigued. “The velocity of the Call
Center has them impressed,” Acevedo explained. In one
example, Mundial recently ordered 160 units of hardware
products for the Medellín region for the whole month, 
and the Call Center sold 125 units in a single day. 

Mundial’s Call Center architecture:
Receiving calls through a PBX, Mundial agents query the company's SQL Server database, and actual updates to the Progress database are handled
by an emulator that integrates Mundial's Royal 4 business application software (operating on an IBM 704 host) with Cincom Encompass.



Creating Marketing Possibilities 
As pleased as he is with the outcome, Acevedo knows that
he must follow events carefully. “Everything that happens
here is important, and I give a lot of attention to the
details because each and every day we’re learning.” In
fact, the new systems aid the learning processes
dramatically and in ways never before possible.

The Call Center creates marketing prospects that perhaps
are as important as Mundial’s original issues of coverage,
competition, and quality service.

Mundial built a technological solution upon
its strengths: modern data systems serving a
loyal client base, now linked with Call Center
technology.

For example, Mundial’s new merchandise and paint
catalogues emerged from clients’ recommendations, even
reflecting their advice on its organization by category, then
vendor – like the Yellow Pages. Catalogue information also
appears on the agent’s screen and is updated nightly, so
that Call Center agents can answer questions about
product features. 

Plans to merge the operations of all seven Mundial
regions into one Call Center should be complete in 1999.
The Medellín Call Center has already begun operations in
Pereira and Cali, and Bogotá was scheduled in January. By
March 1999, all seven regions in Colombia will be open to
Call Center access.

Just in time, because the small retailer base is giving way
to the large urban hypermarkets, and Colombia will have
far more intensive commercial marketing, especially in the
big cities. 

Acevedo is optimistic. “We have built an edge on our
competition,” Acevedo said. “We did it first. What it
would have taken five years to learn, we learned in five
months.

“We’re selling more in dollars, we are giving more service,
and our clients are satisfied. When they call here, they’re
assured their problems are solved. And I know the loyalty
of our clients has increased.” All of this is, of course, very
good, and vitally important as well.

Mundial built a technological solution upon its strengths:
modern data systems serving a loyal client base, now
linked with Call Center technology. Acevedo succinctly
stated the Mundial strategy: “You can’t wait on technical
things, you have to keep on working. If you stay with what
you have, you lose the edge. You have to keep on
innovating and adding technology, or another person will
do it.” And that’s typically the beginning of the end for
any organization.
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This agent is one of 18 at Mundial’s Call Center in Medellín, Colombia.


